Celebrity Engagement? Rooney
Mara’s Sparkly Diamond Ring
Sparks
Joaquin
Phoenix
Engagement Rumors

By: Emily Green
In the latest celebrity news, actress Rooney Mara might be
engaged to boyfriend Joaquin Phoenix, according to
EOnline.com. Mara was recently spotted wearing a beautiful,
sparkling diamond ring on her left ring finger, leading us to
believe that Phoenix has possibly popped the question. This
celebrity couple was first romantically linked in early 2017,
and confirmed their relationship at the Cannes Film Festival a
few months later.

There may be a celebrity engagement
to confirm soon! What are some ways
to keep your engagement on the
down-low before you’re ready to
announce to family and friends?
Cupid’s Advice:
An engagement is an absolutely wonderful occasion, definitely
worthy of celebration! As wonderful as getting engaged is,
some want to take time for themselves to celebrate, just
between their partner and themselves. Here are some of Cupid’s
tips on keeping your engagement on the down-low, before you
are ready to tell your family and friends:
1. Stay off social media: The more time you spend on social
media, the more likely you’re going to want to make that
Instagram post, that status update, etc. Spend some time off
the internet, off the social media apps, and just enjoy the
here and now.
Related Link: Relationship Advice:
Relationship in the 21st Century
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2. Enjoy time together: An engagement is an amazing milestone
in your relationship! Take this time to celebrate, just you
and your partner. Whether it be going on a special date, or
even just spending time together at home, enjoy it!
Related Link: Dating Advice: 5 Activities for a Fun and Fresh
Date With Your SO
3. Plan how you want to tell your family and friends: People
love to make big announcements to their family and friends
nowadays, so take some time with your partner to plan exactly

how you want to tell your family and friends- over dinner, a
video, a social media post, or a big extravagant surprise,
anything you plan will be an amazing shock to everyone!
What are some ways you have kept your engagement on the downlow? Let us know in the comments below!

